The 999 discovery of the hieroglyphic platform of Temple XIX at Palenque (Stuart 2000a) opened the doors to a new understanding of Classic Maya mythology. Dedicated during the reign of K’inich Ahkal Mo’ Nahb’ III in AD 734, it begins with an account of a series of cosmic events that occurred during the final bak’tun of the previous creation. These events include the enthronement of god GI in the sky under the supervision of Yax Naah Itzamnaaj on March 0, 3309 BC, as well as a decapitation event that happened eleven years later. This passage (Figure ), partially deciphered thanks to contributions made by David Stuart (2000a:29, 2005:68-77, 76-80, 2006:0), narrates the decapitation of a crocodile or caiman with star and deer attributes (the “Starry Deer Crocodile”), that we can observe in other contexts as a patron god of the month Yax, the head variant of the eighth day of the Maya calendar, Lamat, or the personification of the glyph for “star,” “Venus,” or “planet,” EK’ (see Förstemann 906:82-96; Thomp- son 1960:77, 105, 220-221; Kelley and Kerr 1974:184; Kelley 1976:38; Closs 1979:147-148; Aveni 1991:316).

The text of the platform of Temple XIX seems to refer to this crocodile as Way(?), Pat Ahin(?), Tz’ihb’al Pat Ahin(?), “Hole(?)-Backed Caiman(?), Painted-Back Caiman(?),” an interpretation suggested by Stuart (2005:70), who proposed that the logogram of the seated and hunched male figure (T227) could be read as PAT (paati), “back.” This proposal is suggestively supported by Stela 16 from Dos Pilas and Stela 2 from Aguateca (Figure 2), dedicated in AD 736, only two years after the platform of Temple XIX at Palenque. While this last inscription refers to the decapitation of a “caiman with a painted back,” the collocations on the Dos Pilas (D2-C3) and Aguateca (D1-C2) stelae apparently describe a cutting act performed over a “decorated-back K’awiil,” an event that took place under the reign of Dos Pilas Ruler 3. The resemblance, chronological proximity of the passages, and the syllabic spelling of the word paat (pa-ti) (Figure 2b, c), reinforces the suspicion of a presumed PAT reading for the hunching man logogram.

As Stuart (2003a:2; 2005:73) has argued, the image of a caiman with a written or painted back finds itself happily embodied in the cosmological throne from the underground levels of the Palenque Palace. In this monument, the body of a

1 An earlier version of this paper was read at the 30th Maya Hieroglyphic Forum at Texas, on March 18, 2006. Some of the ideas were formulated in an earlier paper presented at the XXIV Coloquio Internacional de Historia del Arte: Arte y Ciencia (Velásquez García 2002b:445-448). This text constitutes an updated version, with additional commentary and data.

2 In this work, I follow the suggestions for transcription and transliteration proposed by Alfonso Lacadena and Søren Wichmann (2004), except that in the case of this ruler’s name I defer to David Stuart (2005).

3 In some instances, such as the one appearing in the Initial Series Introducing Glyph of Yaxchilan Lintel 21 (A1), the patron of the month Yax (Starry Deer Crocodile) is accompanied by a phonetic complement –na, which makes it clear that its reading is not EK’, “star/planet,” but probably AHIN(?), “caiman” instead.
starry caiman with deer features is supplied with an interesting hieroglyphic inscription, while the rear head of the entity is actually a quatrefoil and discarnate censer being dragged by the monster, as opposed to part of its body (Robertson 1985:28; Stuart 1988:203, 2005:167-168). This caiman is one of a lengthy list of such saurians which feature painted or written bodies, amongst which could be mentioned, for example, Quirigua’s Zoomorph B, Copan’s Altar T, and the one that appears in the mural of Structure 2 at Coba’s Grupo Las Pinturas (see Taube 1989:7, figure 5a), as well as the one of pages 4 and 5 of the *Dresden Codex*.

According to Stuart (2005:74-75), there are some caiman depictions that carry underground holes or cavities on their backs, which could illustrate the concept of Way(?) Paat Ahiin(?), “Hole(?)-Backed Caiman(?)”, mentioned on the platform of Temple XIX. Although the phrase Way(?) Paat Ahiin(?), Tz’ihb’al Paat Ahiin(?) appears to be ambiguous, as it is not clear if it refers to two different saurians or to a single entity being described with parallel couplet-structure phrases (Stuart 2005:69-70, 76, 2006:0), at present I am somewhat more inclined to favor the second of these options, by virtue of the syntactic *parallelism* attested in Maya hieroglyphic literature (Bricker 2000:06-0; Lacadena n.d.:5-6), as well as by the fact that later written sources (see below) support the idea of the decapitated caiman as only a single entity.

On a more general level, the Starry Deer Crocodile is probably a depiction of the underworld sky, the night firmament, or a symbol of the night (Wagner 2001:287; Stuart 2005:72-73), just as it is manifested on the famous Cosmic Plate (Figure 3), where several stars hang from the saurian’s body, whose curvature constitutes the upper rim of the scene. In Stuart’s view (Stuart, 2005:70-71), the Starry Deer Crocodile “is a variation or aspect of the ‘Celestial Monster’” or “Cosmic Serpent” entity that was first identified by Herbert J. Spinden in 1913 (see Spinden 1975:53-56).

The flooding of blood

In a number of examples dating to the Classic period (Figure 4), we notice that both crocodile or caiman heads vomit a torrential liquid decorated with conch shells, jade beads, small bones, rows of dots, completion signs, and *K’AN* and *YAX* logograms. As previously demonstrated by Stuart (1988, see also Schele 1985:37; Schele and Miller 1986:48), the relationship between these elements is associated with the symbolism written along the body of this saurian appears to be related to the death god and a series of fatalistic auguries (Davoust 1997:115; Schele and Grube 1997:100), which could bear some connection to the decapitation and death of the caiman that prompted the creation of a new cosmological order.

---

*Figure 1.* Palenque, Temple XIX Platform, south side, E2-H1: *Ju’n Etz’nak’(?) Wak Yaxk’in ch’ak’ ka’ub’aj Way(?) Paat Ahiin(?) Tz’ihb’al al Paat Ahiin(?) Joch’k’a[k] aj; i paatlaj yeb’tej(?) Ju’n […] waj yeb’tej(?) Ju’n […] waj i patlaj yeb’tej(?) Ju’n […] waj i patlaj yeb’tej(?) Ju’n […] waj (drawing by David Stuart).

*Figure 2.* Parallel glyphic phrases from monuments consecrated within a period of only two years: (a) CH’AK-ka-u-B’AH tz’ihb’al PAT-AHIN(?), ch’ak’ ka’ub’aj Tz’ihb’al Paat Ahiin(?) Palenque, Temple XIX Platform (AD 734), south side, E3, E4; (b) CH’AK-ka-u-tz’ihb’al pa-ti-K’AWIL, ch’ak’ ka’ub’aj Utz’ihb’al Paat K’awil, Dos Pilas, Stela 16 (AD 736), D2-C3; (c) CH’AK-ka-u-tz’ihb’al pa-ti-K’AWIL, ch’ak’ ka’ub’aj Utz’ihb’al Paat K’awil, Aguateca, Stela 2 (AD 736), D1-C2 (drawings by David Stuart [a] and Ian Graham [b, c]).
of blood, as can be observed in depictions of quatrefoil bloodletters (Figure 5) that are held in the hands of Maya rulers. The image of a celestial caiman pouring blood (Figure 4) suggests a flood or torrential rain, as can be confirmed by a hieroglyphic passage written on the platform of Temple XIX (Figure 1) which seems to refer to a deluge of blood.

The collocation at F4 (Figure 6a) seems to contain a verbalizing suffix –aj (see Lacadena 2003), added to a logogram of water streams which has not been deciphered yet. On the other hand, the coefficient three that accompanies this inscription seemingly has the function of an “augmentative” (see Grube 1997:88), in which sense it occurs on a vessel from Rio Azul, where the expression ux kab’u’il (Figure 7a) means “many are our beans,” or the well-known codical augury ox wi’il (Figure 7b), “a lot of food.” In this manner, a plausible translation for the collocation ux [...iwa]j could be “copiously it flowed.” The fact that this flow refers to a deluge of blood and not of water is wholly confirmed by the logogram CHICH’, “blood” (Figure 6b), also deciphered by Stuart (2003b:4, 2005:76). In this instance, it appears accompanied by the ergative pronoun u- as well as the partitive-possession pronoun –el (see Houston, Robertson and Stuart 2001:30-31), indicating that the spilled blood belongs to the subject that is mentioned next (Figure 6c-d). Although this name is still difficult to understand, it appears to refer to the decapitated caiman (Stuart 2005:76). Its nominal phrase appears to be composed, however, of two parallel expressions. The first one (Figure 6c) begins with a nak verb, which has been associated by Lopes (2003:4) with the Yukatek term nakan, “to rise,” and is followed by the so-called “water-band” noun; both of them produce a compound or derived noun (see note 5 and Stuart 2000b:15; Lacadena 2003:848, 857). This in turn ends with an agentive suffix –aj which, following Stephen D.

---

**Note 5:** It has been tentatively read by Luis Lopes (2003) as PALAW, “lake” or “ocean,” a reading that does not appear to have endured further scrutiny amongst scholars, probably because the iconography of the logogram suggests a stream, river, or ford, more than a lake or ocean (Stuart 2005:75; Marc Zender, personal communication, March 16, 2006). It is difficult to explain the coexistence of this purported “lake” logogram with the well known naab’ (na-b’i/NAH-b’i) expression, which also means “sea.” In my opinion, the “water-band” logogram represents a noun or nominal root, for this is what its presence in collocation F5 of the Temple XIX Platform suggests (na-ka?-wa-aj). As Stuart (2005:76) has mentioned, this expression appears to be parallel to that of E6, which consists of a compound noun (a verb-object combination) plus an agentive suffix –aj, pointing to the fact that the “water-band” logogram performs in these contexts the same syntactic function as the glyph for “fire” (K’AK’).

**Note 6:** I would like to thank Barbara MacLeod (personal communication, March 18, 2006) for having helped me to understand the second of these parallel phrases (E6: joch’k’ajl’k’aj) and its possible relationship with the first one (F5: nakt [...]iwa).
Figure 6. A passage where the blood of a person who raises the stream and drills the fire flows: (a) 3-?-wa-ja, ux [...]waj, ux [...]wa-aj-a, three ‘stream’-VERB-3SA, “a lot it flowed”; (b) u-CH’ICH’-le, uch’ich’[el], u-uch’ich’-el, 3SE-blood-POSS, “the blood of”; (c) na-ka-?-wa-AJ, nak[...]waj, nak-3 [...-wa-aj, to rise(?)-stream-AG, “the person who rises the stream,” (d) jo-ch’o-K’AK’-AJ, joch’k’a[hl]k’aj, joch’-k’ahk’-aj, to drill-fire-AG, “the person who drills the fire.” Palenque, Temple XIX Platform, south side, F4-E6 (drawings by David Stuart).

Houston, John Robertson, and David Stuart (2001:6-7), refers to a “person,” in this case, “a person who raises the stream” of blood.7

Similar to this last example is the expression joch’ka[lh]k’aj (Figure 6d), “the person who drills the fire.” Although the identity of this individual is not explicitly mentioned, it is worth observing that “drilling the fire” is a ceremony that usually follows the destruction of the world by a deluge, as referenced in the mythological sources of highland Mexico.8 In this case, because it constitutes an indirect allusion to the Starry Deer Crocodile, the fact that this caiman was a symbol of cosmic destruction and renewal is emphasized. Maybe because of that, “the person who drills the fire” is immediately followed by the phrase i patlaj “and then it was formed” (F6), an event that according to Stuart (2000a:29, 2005:68, 180, 2006:101), describes the “creation of a new cosmological order,” overseen by the god GI,9 who also seems to be the agent who decapitates the caiman that spilled its blood (Stuart 2000a:29, 2005:177, 2006:101).

In this light, the whole passage of Temple XIX alludes to a process of destruction, creation, and renewal of the universe, initiated by the decapitation of a celestial caiman on the sacrificial date 1 Etz’nab’, which in turn caused a deluge of blood. This blood could also be linked to the sacred liquid of dynastic succession, as mentioned on Stelae 6, 11, 14, 25, and 33 from Piedras Negras (Figure 8), where the accession ceremony of the kings is presented as an act of cosmic relevance which includes the flooding of blood, the sacrifice of a victim, and the rebirth of a lord in his new condition as ruler, an act of destruction and creation of a new political order (see Proskouriakoff 1960:455; Stuart 1988:195; Taube 1988:340-350, 1994:671-674).

The flooding of water

Among the Maya groups that left behind written testimonies during the Postclassic and Colonial periods, we find different accounts that revolve around the existence of a flood that wiped out the previous world and allowed for the creation of a new cosmological order. With the K’iche’, for instance, this flooding was produced by Uk’u’x Kaj (“Heart of the Sky”), or Juraqan, Mother and Father of the Gods, in order to annihilate the race of the men of wood (Recinos 1984:94-98; Chris-tenson 2003:85-90).10 Bartolomé de las Casas (1967, II:507) also mentions that amongst the Q’eqchi’ people from Verapaz, “there was news about a flood and the end of the world, and they called it Butic, which means

7 It is worth observing that the meaning of the verb nak as “to raise” is only tentative, for we are not as yet sure about the sense of this transitive expression. For other possibilities, see Stuart (2005:76, note 26).

8 According to the Historia de los mexicanos por sus pinturas (Garibay 1979-33), only two years after the flood, Tezcatlipoca-Mixcoatl “wanted […] to feast the gods, and that is why he brought out flame from the sticks, which he usually did, and that was the beginning of fire-making out of flints, which are sticks that have a heart, and once that flame was obtained, it was a fiesta to make many and great fires.”

9 In this passage, I am following a recent suggestion of MacLeod (n.d.), according to which the expression at position G1 could be analyzed as ye-EB’TEJ / ye-EB-TEJ / ye-EB’-TEJ / 3SE-suffering-TRANS-NOMIN / “the work of.”

10 As reported by Fray Francisco Ximénez (1977:120), similar ideas could have been present among the Kaqchikels: “what these [people] said about the flood was also attested at Guatemala by the Achi Indians (these are the Cacchiquels) stating that they had it painted between others of their antiquities […]”
deluge of many waters and also judgment, and so they believe that another Butic is yet to come, which is another flood and judgment, not of water, but of fire, which they say has to be the end of the world, in which all creatures will fight each other [...]."

A similar passage is contained in the Relación de la ciudad de Mérida (De la Garza 1983, I:72), which confirms the belief in successive floods of water and fire as well as a caiman that symbolizes the flooding and the earth:

They had also news about the fall of Lucifer and the Flood, and that the world shall end by fire, and in order to signify this they performed a ceremony where they painted a caiman that meant the Deluge and the Earth, upon which caiman they made a great pile of wood and put it on fire, and after it was turned into live coal, they flattened it and the main priest passed barefooted over the live coal without being burnt, and after him everybody else who wished also passed, understanding by this that it was the fire that shall finish them all.\(^\text{12}\)

For the Yukatek Maya, the flooding was caused by Ajmuken Kab' ("He Who is Buried Underneath the Earth") and by the B’olon ti’ K’uh ("The Nine Gods"), telluric forces that outraged the thirteen gods of heaven and robbed them of their insignia (Roys 1967:99-100). As a consequence of this, the sky fell and, according to Landa (in Tozzer 1975:135-136), the four B’aah Kab’ escaped the destruction. Maybe because of this, the word B’aaah Kaab’ is written on page 74 of the Dresden Codex (Figure 9),\(^\text{14}\) a passage traditionally interpreted as the destruction of the world caused by a flood (Thompson 1993:214-216; Davoust 1997:256-257; Schele and

\[^{11}\text{Q’eqchi’ but’ “inundación” (Sedat 1955:36; Haeserijn 1979:76)}\]
\[^{12}\text{The belief in successive fire and water floods seems to have been common in the extreme southeast of Mesoamerica, as is suggested by an interesting dialogue that took place near the Nicoya Gulf between Gil González de Ávila and the cacique Nicoragua. An excerpt from it could be translated as “[...] once a time lapse ignored by mortal men goes by, a fire from heaven will fall down to bring everything to ashes” (see Angleria 1964:563).}\]
\[^{13}\text{In Stuart’s opinion (Stuart 2005:76, note 25) this could be associated with the passage of the Temple XIX Platform that alludes to a “Painted-Back Caiman” (Tz’ihb’al Paat Ahiin?), one of whose indirect names is “the person who drills the fire” (joch’k’a[h]k’aj).}\]
\[^{14}\text{Strangely enough, it appears written at B3 as b’a-ka-b’i (B’aa[b]h[?] Kaab’), as opposed to b’a-ka-b’a (B’aa[b]h[?] Kab’). Since Alfonso Lacadena (1997:190, note 9) and Gabrielle Vail (2000:48) have found in the Madrid Codex some disharmonic examples like KAB’-b’, kaab’, “bee/honey/hive,” and this word is homophonous with “earth” in Yukatek, it is worth exploring the possibility that this spelling might reflect a local vernacular form:}\]

\begin{align*}
\text{Proto-Mayan} & \quad \text{kaab’} \quad \text{“miel / abeja” (Kaufman and Norman 1984:117)} \\
& \quad \text{“tierra / earth, land; pueblo / town” (Kaufman and Norman 1984:122)} \\
\text{Proto-Ch’olan} & \quad \text{chab’} \quad \text{“miel / honey” (Kaufman and Norman 1984:117)} \\
& \quad \text{“tierra / earth, land; pueblo / town” (Kaufman and Norman 1984:122)} \\
\text{Chontal} & \quad \text{chab} \quad \text{“panela / piloncillo / dulce” (Pérez González and de la Cruz 1998:37)} \\
& \quad \text{“tierra” (Pérez González and de la Cruz 1998:49).} \\
\text{Ch’ol} & \quad \text{chab} \quad \text{“miel” (Aulie and Aulie 1978:46)} \\
\text{Ch’orti’} & \quad \text{chab} \quad \text{“panela / miel / colmena / abeja” (Pérez Martínez et al. 1996:30)} \\
\text{Yukatek} & \quad \text{kaab} \quad \text{“abeja / miel” (Bastarrachea, Yah Fech and Briceño Chel 1998:94)} \\
& \quad \text{“el mundo o la tierra” (Bastarrachea, Yah Fech and Briceño Chel 1998:94).}
\end{align*}
In this scene we observe that the old Goddess O—Chaahk Chak Chel—is pouring out the destructive waters that she carries in a jar, while a black-painted God L holds his weapons over the surface of the earth while wielding a long staff. Streams of water descend from the jaws of a pluvial caiman and from a pair of eclipse glyphs that it carries below its body. According to Karl Taube (1995:72), the expressions “black sky” (B2: IK'-CHAN-na) and “black earth” (C2: IK'-KAB'-b'a) that appear in this scene are a possible reference to the destruction of the world.

In Michael Coe’s (1973:14) opinion, this topic was picked up on page 32a of the Madrid Codex (Figure 10), where another black deity, which has been identified as Zimmerman’s God Z (Zimmerman 1956:164; Bricker 1997:21; Sotelo Santos 2002:165-166; Hernández and Bricker 2004:295-296), appears holding his weapons under a sky band from which rain is pouring. We notice that the god grasps a spear, two darts, a shield, and a spearthrower. A snake, which probably represents lightning (see Taube, 1997:19-22; Miller and Taube 1997:106), seems to tear a hole in the celestial band. As on Dresden Codex page 74, we find eclipse signs that hang from the band. Underneath the scene in the Madrid (M32b) there is an image of the goddess Chak Chel, between whose open legs a stream of water is pouring, which corresponds perhaps to the destructive liquid that the goddess pours on Dresden page 74 (De la Garza 1984:232-234).

It is well known that the scene of the flood precedes the New Year pages of the Dresden Codex (pp. 25-28), where amongst other ceremonies, the erection of trees in the four corners of the world can be observed. As noted by Taube (1995:72-73), the account of the flood also precedes the New Year ceremonies in Landa’s Relación and the cosmological myth about the erection of world trees in the Chilam Balam books of Chumayel, Maní, and Tizimin, which confirms the basic idea expressed on the platform of Temple XIX of Palenque, in the sense that the flooding unleashed a process of cosmic destruction and renewal.

An important passage contained in the Chilam Balam books of Tizimin and Maní describes how the flooding was preceded by an eclipse and caused by a pluvial and celestial caiman, whose head was severed in order to build the new cosmological order out of its dismembered remains. I quote the version of Chilam Balam of Maní contained in the Pérez Codex:

[In the reign of 13 Ahau and 1 Ahau were the days and nights that fell without order, and pain was felt throughout the land. Because of this] Oxlahun ti Ku [the Thirteen Gods] and Bolon ti Ku [the Nine Gods] created the world and life; there was also born Itzam Cab Ain [Iguana Earth Crocodile]. [Ah Mesencab] turned the sky and the Petén upside down, and Bolon ti Ku raised up Itzam Cab Ain; there was a great cataclysm, and the ages ended with a flood. The 18 Bak Katún was being counted and in its seventeenth part. Bolon ti Ku refused to permit Itzam Cab Ain to take the Petén and to destroy the things of the world, so he cut the throat of Itzam Cab Ain and with his body formed the surface of Petén (Craine and Rein-dorp 1979:117-118, brackets in original).
This passage confirms what is told in the Chilam Balam of Chumayel, in the sense that B’olon ti’ K’uh and the chthonic forces of the Underworld were the agents that brought down the skies, but also the force behind the current creation, because when decapitating the celestial caiman, they made it possible to construct a new world. In addition, this text satisfactorily explains the presence of eclipse hieroglyphs that we can appreciate in the Postclassic scenes of the flood (Figures 9, 10), in formation that is confirmed by Bishop las Casas (1967, II:507), referring to the events that surrounded the deluge of fire that will end the current cosmic order; he affirms that “the moon and the sun will eclipse, telling that they will be eaten, which is their way of speaking, because whenever there is an eclipse, they say that the moon or the sun are being eaten.”

Within the poetical texts of these incantations, the origin of the world is conceived as a divine copula or a cosmic hierogamy that took place at the twilight of time, at the conclusion of the mythical night that preceded the first sunrise, which was symbolized by an act of decapitation, destruction, and dismemberment:

Four are my red husking tools. So I chopped his neck; so I husked his surplus part (holmal). This is the lust of creation, the lust of darkness […] Cut ye his neck! Husk ye his surplus (or slippery?) part! Four are my husking tools. Lo, I chop the neck of the lust of creation, the lust of darkness (Roys 1965:40, fols. 116, 117).

This allusion to a radical act of destruction, which in

---

**Figure 10. Madrid Codex, page 32 (drawing J. Antonio Villacorta and Carlos A. Villacorta).**

This passage confirms what is told in the Chilam Balam books of Tizimín and Maní can help us to understand the relationship between the flood, the decapitation of the cosmic caiman, and the construction of a new cosmological order, as expressed on the platform of Temple XIX at Palenque (Figure 1). In this inscription, the decapitation of the caiman with the painted back took place on a 1 Etz’nab’ date. The manner in which these concepts persisted through time can be exemplified in a mural painting from Structure 44 at Tancah (Figure 11). It represents a character (possibly God E, Lord of Maize) who holds in his right hand a logogram OL/WAJ from which a maize ear is sprouting. The individual depicted uses as a helmet a full-body caiman with a spotted back, on whose torso we can find the glyphs for Etz’nab’ and Ajaw, which might possibly be a reference to the day when the decapitation took place and creation began, as symbolically expressed in the medical spells from the Ritual of the Bacabs by the paired set of dates 1 Ajaw and 4 Ajaw.

Within the poetical texts of these incantations, the origin of the world is conceived as a divine copula or a cosmic hierogamy that took place at the twilight of time, at the conclusion of the mythical night that preceded the first sunrise, which was symbolized by an act of decapitation, destruction, and dismemberment:

Four are my red husking tools. So I chopped his neck; so I husked his surplus part (holmal). This is the lust of creation, the lust of darkness […] Cut ye his neck! Husk ye his surplus (or slippery?) part! Four are my husking tools. Lo, I chop the neck of the lust of creation, the lust of darkness (Roys 1965:40, fols. 116, 117).

This allusion to a radical act of destruction, which in
“living rope,” from the center of which blood poured out. “For some reason, the rope was broken, the blood was spilled,” and this caused a flood that separated the first cosmic age from the second.24

Taube (1995:70, 73) has pointed out that the myth of the decapitation and dismemberment of the Itzam Kab’ Ahin caiman is suspiciously similar to the nahuatl version contained in the *Histoyre du Mexique* (Garibay 1979:108), which narrates the manner in which Tetzcatlipoca and Quetzalcóatl chopped up the body of the Tlaltecuhtli monster, and with its dismembered body parts, formed the world. The data contained in the text of the platform of Temple XIX at Palenque reveal that this is not a tradition that was recently introduced amongst the Maya, but that all these different versions proceed from a Mesoamerican cultural background whose origins became lost somewhere in the depths of time.
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---

22 “¿Quiénes son los demás? / Habrá de decirse / La primera iguana, / el primer cocodrilo, / el primero del diluvio / la primera lagartijuela” (Arzápalo Marín 1987:329).

23 Several authors have noticed that in Mesoamerican world views, water and blood form a pair of complementary and co-substantial opposites that merge together into the concept of “precious liquid” (Schele 1987:2; Baird 1989; Carlson 1991:7, 12; 1993:69; Velásquez García 2002a:244). I therefore agree with Stuart (2003b:4) that these types of symbolic association “do not simply represent […] ‘binary oppositions’ […] but rather paired and complementary illustrations of a conceptual whole […]; they are part-and-parcel of the one another.” In light of this, the exchange of blood for water in the liquid poured during the flood reflects only two aspects of the same cosmological element.

24 According to an account recollected at Chan Kom, Yucatán, the flood annihilated a race of dwarves called the *p’uuso’ob’,* who belonged to an age when all the Precolombian buildings were built (Redfield and Villa Rojas 1964:12, 330-331).
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A Selection of Rubbings, Part Three

MERLE GREENE ROBERTSON

Editor’s note
This concludes the selection of rubbings that began with an introduction by Merle Greene Robertson in The PARI Journal Vol. VI, No. 1.

Uxmal Stela 14
Chan Chak K’ak’nal Ajaw, this lord of Uxmal, was one of the greatest rulers the city ever had, as attested to by the architectural beauty of the buildings to his credit, The House of the Governor, the Nunnery Quadrangle, and the Ballcourt, built in the late Puuc florescence between AD 790-928.

He appears here (Figure 1) standing on a bicephalic jaguar throne in war costume, although it would have been impossible to go to war in such a massive feather headdress as we have here, as tall as the king himself. Possibly this was the artist’s interpretation, or else a costume worn when war was announced. Even so, the mass of feathers would have had to be supported by attendants. This headdress recalls two enormous feather headdresses, almost like it, worn by two warriors on the north wall of the Lower Temple of the Jaguars, Chichen Itza.

The king’s ear spool is extraordinarily large, and the jade piece coming through it is also very, very long. He lifts a rectangular bag with his right arm, holding it up as if making a presentation. His belt is adorned with three human heads. His whole costume is covered with beads. Flying figures take up much of the composition above the figure and beneath him. Below a line drawn between the living world and the Underworld, as in the Copan ballcourt markers, lie two contorted figures with wide-spread legs recalling the Monte Alban Danzantes, while their heads are more like the two figures in the lower register of Seibal Stela 3. There is hardly any uncaved space on this entire huge monument.

X’telju Panel D Figures 10, 11, AND 12

X’telju a thousand years ago was an ancient Maya community in a densely populated area of central Yucatan, only 29 kilometers from Chichen Itza and eight kilometers from the pueblo of Yaxcaba. This is one of five wall panels from the site (Figure 2). This panel and one

---

1 Figures 10, 11, and 12 are the numbers of the illustrations in “Some Observations on the X’telju Panels at Yaxcaba” by Merle Greene Robertson in Research and Reflections in Archaeology and History: Essays in Honor of Doris Stone, edited by E. Wyllys Andrews V, M.A.R.I Pub. 57.
other portray a procession of jaguar or ocelot hunters being conveyed on the back of a boa which acts as a boat, with the head and its wide-open jaws becoming the prow. The figure escorting the procession of hunters also appears on Panel C, the only figure dressed in festive clothing.

The two tall figures are each escorting a slave who carries a realistic jaguar whose hind legs are wrapped around the neck of the slave who holds them close. The animal’s head and tail hang down the back.

The escorting figures wear huge long-nosed serpent or composite serpent-crocodile deities with many straight (crocodile-like) teeth, bifurcated tongues, large square scroll ear spools, enormous supra-orbital plates above the eyes and a series of slender feathers splaying from the top. Their clothing consists of only a small “choker” necklace, short hip-hugging belts with oliva shells, and bound leggings tied below the knee. The necks of these figures are almost nonexistent, and their feet are extremely long in proportion to their bodies. The most noticeable thing about these figures is the abrupt right-angle turn of their wrists, an impossible feat. The style of these carvings is unlike anything at Chichen Itza or any other Yucatecan site.

Halakal Lintel

This three-figure lintel from Halakal (Figure 3) is framed on three sides with a hieroglyphic text telling of two fire rites in 10.2.0.11.8 (AD 870) performed by the divine lord Junpik Tok’, Ruler of Ek Balam.

Halakal lies just three kilometers from Chichen Itza and approximately 35 kilometers from Ek Balam. Texts relate the presence of Junpik Tok’ at Ek Balam, Halakal, Chichen Itza, Izamal, and probably other sites within this area.

The long-waisted central figure, probably Junpik Tok’, wears a towering monster mask with sweeping feathers which take an abrupt left turn forward when they come in contact with the border text. Facing full-front with head turned to his right, he wears a neck ruff of long feathers and a cape of short fine feathers. His low-slung belt bears a medallion at the front where the loincloth of long slender feathers falls. His right hand holds a staff much like the one from Bonampak, and his left hand has a rectangular shield or bag draped over his wrist.

The two accompanying figures are masked, the one on the left wearing a long-nosed mask fashioned around a conical frame from which feathers fit themselves into the corner of the frame border. The head dress and mask of the right figure are quite different, being of more delicate lines with a curling piece emerging in front of the mouth. The headdress is made up of a beaded headband from which many slim feathers erupt. Feathers of this same type swirl all the way down the figure’s back, with more falling from his waist. He also carries a staff.

The left figure faces full-front, as does the king in the center. Facing toward the king, he wears a profusion of back feathers which are cut short by the border and an immense square wrist shield.

The artist filled every possible bit of space in this lintel, recalling the carving style of the Northwest Colonnade figures at Chichen Itza.

Edzna Stela 20

The royal woman portrayed on this small Classic stela (Figure 4) is seated on a jaguar pelt throne or dais...
which has three human heads adorning it, the left one looking quite Olmecoid, unique for a Classic stela. The text includes the date 9.13.0.0.0 (AD 311) in the hieroglyphs, and it names the ruler of Ek Balam, Junpik Tok’ with his Emblem Glyph. This makes us believe that the divine lord of Ek Balam’s influence reached all the way from Ek Balam to Halakal, Edzna, and Chichen Itza, and probably much further into central Yucatan.

This royal lady wears a flowing gown with an enormous cape consisting of multiple rows of different kinds of beads reaching to mid-torso. She wears a long-nosed-god headdress with multiple layers of short feathers to the rear.

**Edzna Stela 21**

This tall stela is a portrait of a king whose name we do not know at the present time. The text of the monument opens with the date 11 Ahau 17 Ceh, falling in AD 790, but goes on to say that this king erected this stone honoring a “half period” ten years later in AD 800.

He stands facing front-view with his God K manikin scepter, indicating that he is a powerful ruler, while in his left he holds a stone ring. A strap under his chin balances a towering headdress consisting of a long-nosed god with piercing bones, above which towers the mat symbol of rulership set in a jaguar skin frame. Double sets of feathers are cut somewhat short to ac-

**Figure 3. Halakal Lintel (rubbing by Merle Greene Robertson).**
commodate the space allotted by the stone’s width. The pectoral is a shortened ceremonial bar set on top of the beaded cape.

Three jaguar heads hang from the figure’s belt, although the left one is obscured by his left arm. From the central jaguar head falls a loincloth consisting of the mat symbol framed by serpent frets. He wears boots with what we call “pineapple pom-poms,” and his leggings are made of crossed straps that tie at the knee.
Morley's Diary, 1932

Editor's note

A leading archaeologist of his time, Sylvanus Griswold Morley was an Associate of the Carnegie Institution of Washington, the foremost organization excavating archaeological sites in Mexico, Guatemala, and Honduras in the early part of the twentieth century. This diary continues his account of the Carnegie Institution’s expedition to Calakmul begun on April 3, 1932. Morley’s professional companions were his wife Frances, Karl Rupert, John Bolles and Gustav Stromsvic. Reference is made to biologist Cyrus L. Lundell, who conducted the first scientific investigations at Calakmul and brought the site to the attention of the Carnegie Institution.

April 24 - Sunday

Everyone was up early and packing. I had told the boys to report for work at 6:30 with the idea of letting them go on in ahead to Central Buenfils. After breakfast I chose my two faithful ones, Genaro and Isidro, to help me, and Frances sent Carmen and Demetrio to the aguada for a last load of water apiece.

Immediately after breakfast before I set out to photograph I went up to see Stela 33, the upper half of which Gustav had turned for me and arranged for photographing. This will be excellent for photographing about ten.

I wrote my diary until about 8:30 and then with my two boys set out for Stelae 93 and 94. The other boys I let go with the admonition that I would pay them off at Central Buenfils tonight when I got in.

The light was excellent on Stela 94 but on Stela 93 not so good; however, I photographed them both. Before returning to camp I went to John’s quarry where a lintel of 6 meters. The masonry seemed good with large spawls of water apiece.

By the time I got back to camp the first of the arrieros from Central Buenfils had arrived and he said the others were on the way.

Gustav and I went up to the laja to take the rope off the platform which had served so well in the flash-light operations of last night.

On the way up we stopped at Stelae 25 and 26 where I found better light conditions than Frances and I had found the preceding day.

After that we continued to the laja. Before Gustav began to take this platform down I got him to climb up once more and pose for his picture. “The platform and its maker.”

Leaving Genaro and Isidro to take this down, Gustav and I went out to John’s line running north from the laja to see his famous 6 meter wall. We went over two different mounds, dropping off much more on the north side than the south indicating that the terrain falls away rather sharply in this direction.

Before coming to the highest part of his wall we crossed a court and then over the wall, the ground dropping off beyond. Turning to the left about 50 feet from the place we had crossed it, was the section standing still to a height of 6 meters. The masonry seemed good with large spawls between the stones, a sort of giant ba-pek Gustav called it. A great tree had grown on top of the wall throwing its roots down to the ground along side of it. John told me later that there are no more mounds of consequence in this direction, but that west of the laja the site extends in small mounds for a considerable distance.

We returned to the laja were the boys were just finishing taking down the rope and from here Genaro and I went up to the small stela, No. 91 which I photographed leaving Gustav and Isidro to finish at the laja.

From Stela 91 Genaro and I went direct to Stela 33 where Isidro joined us and here I took both the lower and the upper halves of the monument. The latter shows the date 11 Ahau 18 Chen which I believe is the dedicatory date of the this monument, i.e. 9.11.0.0.0 11 Ahau 18 Chen.

I had planned to have finished my photography at 10:30 and leave at 11:00 but my schedule was more ambitious by half an hour than I could carry out.

From Stela 33 we crossed over to the group of monuments on the north side of Structure B where I had a few more photographs to take: Stelae 40, 41, 43 and the upper left corners of Stelae 39 and 40. The former showing the I.S. introducing glyph of that monument and the 9 bak-tuns and the latter the Period Ending 7 Ahau 3 (Cumhu) on which it was dedicated, i.e. 9.13.10.0.0 7 Ahau 3 Cumhu.

It was just 10:45 when I finished taking my last picture and we were back in camp 7 minutes later.

Here was a pretty kettle of fish. Two mules had been sent without aparejos (pack-saddles) and it was necessary to leave some cargo behind. Most of the cargo had gone on and in fact only one aria (5 mules) remained to take the rest. Our horses were all saddled and after a very sketchy lunch we were to leave.

I sent the arriero and his aria down to the aguada to pick up what cargo could be taken in and told him we would follow shortly.

Frances, Gustav and I had lunch—sardines, educators, pickled onions, and a cheese spread, seated on empty gasoline boxes around what had been one end of the pantry. Tarsisio and Arturo ate on the table which had supported the phonograph. At 11:30 we were in saddles and turning our backs on Calakmul which had yielded such splendid results to our efforts during the past 15 days.
We left to the minute just 15 days after we reached there, greatly tired out but infinitely more greatly satisfied with the data we had obtained.

We stopped at the aguada long enough to arrange as to what baggage should be left. All the personal effects of the Tuxpeño boys including a small trunk of the señora cook were taken, but two loads were left—food not consumed by the Tuxpeña group as well as the cooking and eating utensils which Don Ambrosio had loaned them at my request, and ditto of the Buenfils cuadrilla as well as certain of their food which was left over.

Gustav, Frances, Arturo and I with young Lino Paat on foot as guide left the aguada at 11:45. Coming over it had taken 3 hours from Central Buenfils to the ruins, but going back behind this Indian boy we did the same stretch in 2½ hours, and how he did strike out. Though mounted we had to push our mules at a good trot more than half the time to keep up with him. We caught up with our first arià of pack-animals an hour and a half out, and from here were slowed up in consequence; however, we made Central Buenfils by 2:00 sharp, i.e. 2¼ hours on the way.

Many of our boys were loitering about and greeted us. I told them all I would liquidate with them later in the afternoon. We went right to Don Manuel Osorno’s house which we had occupied on our way and various preparations were made. Frances despatched Carmen de la O.—our Calakmul water-boy, to get a chicken, and when this was fetched, Arturo turned up his nose at it, saying it was “muy flaca” and at the same time giving Frances a most appalling wink behind Carmen’s back. This chicken was returned and another sought. These chicken transactions are always mysterious and Frances said that if we left the matter in Arturo’s hands we would come out best.

There was a truck in when we got to Central Buenfils but its magneto was out of order and the chauffeur seemed to be washing its different parts with gasoline. I got Gustav to help him as the sooner the magneto was fixed, the sooner we could get away.

Don Manuel is in Central Buenfils and after a siesta in Frances’ hammock I went over to his office and together we began liquidating first the Central Buenfils boys: Cuadrilla No. 1 and next the Tuxpeña group, Cuadrilla No. 2. Karl left me their time when he went off yesterday—and the liquidating involving holding back each his share of the joint mess which each cuadrilla ran, was not difficult. In fact I was just finishing up about five when the men outside the office reported John, Karl, Jesus, and Laborio in sight.

I was just finishing when Frances came over with the serious news that Karl was down with a heavy attack of malaria which had struck him last night at the ruins and had arrived therefrom in a state of collapse.

I went over and found him in pretty bad shape—burning up with a fever and nerves all shot to pieces with the long five hours ride from the ruins into Central Buenfils with this fever gnawing at his body and bones. To make matters worse he could hold nothing on his stomach and was weak from vomiting, as well as from lack of nourishment and the fever. Even though we all realized the trip by truck was going to be very hard for him, we all felt—in which he concurred more anxiously perhaps than anyone else—that he should be gotten out to the coast as speedily as possible.

Meanwhile Gustav had been working on the magneto. He was able to get it to spark but so weakly he said it could not be started by crank.

The other White truck was broken down at Kilometer 35, i.e. only 9 kilometers from Central Buenfils with a broken steering gear, and at six Don Manuel sent out an arriero with instructions to bring back the magneto from the broken White.

Meanwhile preparations went forward for leaving sometime around midnight. I got some Epsom salts from Don Manuel’s botica for Karl and gave him two good tablespoonsful in a half a glass of water. Also gave him 20 grains of quinine. He threw up but I think had held the quinine long enough for part of it to be absorbed. At least he said his ears were ringing. I gave him some hot tea without sugar but with plenty of lime-juice and he said it was the best thing he had had in 24 hours. His fever kept high however, and he vomited considerably.

I had not had time, nor could I ask him about the ruins he and John had visited. John said at supper that they were pretty good sized with 23 stelae? Karl had taken notes on these, but John said there were at least 3 Initial Series, one of 9.18.0.0.0, one of 9.19.0.0.0, and one of 10.1.0.0.0 or 10.2.0.0.0. The site he reports as divided into two parts by a ravine up which the road or better trail runs. They only had time to map the group on the right side of the trail. This John made a fairly good compass map of locating 23 stelae, many were fallen and he reports the limestone of even poorer quality than at Calakmul if that is possible.

Karl was hers de combat almost from the first and this morning Jesus, Laborio, and the arriero did not want to work because there was no water! They had finished their canteens last night in spite of the fact they knew they were up against a dry camp!

John says the site is big and will probably yield even more stelae with a more thorough exploration. He managed to look over the group to the left but found no stela.

Supper was a subdued feast because of poor Karl. As I have already recorded the only thing Karl took was some hot tea and lime-juice.

Everything was packed against our leaving it was thought about midnight. Frances had arranged for Arturo to cook us some cream of wheat and some hot tea just before going and I had paid all my bills except the one of Don Francisco Buenfils, i.e. the Company itself, which Don Manuel suggested I liquidate in Campeche on my way out, and we all tried to get some rest before the midnight start. It was sometime around midnight when I heard the engine of the truck exploding vigorously and realized that the magneto of the other truck must have arrived from Kilometer 36 and had been changed to the truck which was to take us out, “The San Luis” written just as I have it with two capital “S”s.” And so Sunday, the 24th, merged into Monday, the 25th, which from our point of view may well be dubbed “Blue Monday” because of its contretemps and discomforts.